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Reimagining the Caribbean: conversations among the Creole, English, French, and Spanish Caribbean / edited by Valerie Orlando and Sandra Cypess.

The Dreamers of Arnhem Land [videorecording] / presented by First Run/Icarus Films; a film by Christopher Walker; a co-production of ARTE France & Quark Productions; with the participation of Centre National de la Cinematographie, with the support of Angoa and PROCIREP; director, Christopher Walker. Brooklyn, NY: First Run/Icarus Films, c2005.

Mentoring in physical education and sports coaching / edited by Fiona C. Chambers. 1st ed.

Busting Vega(s): the MIT whiz kid who brought the casinos to their knees / Ben Mezrich; afterword by Semyon Dukach. Large print ed. Waterville, Me.: Thorndike Press, 2006.

Understanding poverty and the environment: analytical frameworks and approaches / Fiona Nunan.


Analyzing quantitative data: for business and management students / Charles A. Scherbaum & Kristen M. Shockley.

Innovation management in research and industry / Carolina Machado, J. Paulo Davim (Eds.).

Leadership and organizational outcomes: meta-analysis of empirical studies / Engin Karadaðæg, editor.

Cases on strategic social media utilization in the nonprofit sector / Hugo Asencio, California State University - Dominguez Hills, USA and Rui Sun, California State University - Dominguez Hills, USA.

Learning by doing: the real connection between innovation, wages, and wealth / James Bessen.
Olmos, Ross.

Johnston, Susan M.
The career adventure : your guide to personal assessment, career exploration, and decision making / Susan M. Johnston, Marine Corps University. 5th ed.

Alet, Josep,

Dyck, Dianne E. G.,
A practical guide to psychological health & safety in the workplace / Dianne E.G. Dyck.

Lussier, Robert N.

Ressler, Cali.
Why work sucks and how to fix it : no schedules, no meetings, no joke-the simple change that can make your job terrific / Cali Ressler and Jody Thompson. New York : Portfolio, Â2008.

Crainer, Stuart.
Thinkers 50 management : cutting edge thinking to engage and motivate your employees for success / by Stuart Crainer and Des Dearlove.

Graham, Lynford.
Internal control audit and compliance : documentation and testing under the new COSO framework / Lynford Graham.

Grifell-Tatje, E. (Emili)

May, Gary L.
Kim, Kenneth A.  
Global corporate finance: a focused approach / by Kenneth A. Kim, State University of New York at Buffalo, USA; Suk H. Kim, University of Detroit Mercy, USA. 2nd edition.

Getty, Paul M.  
The 12 magic slides: insider secrets for raising growth capital / Paul M. Getty.

McKinney, Jerome B.  
Effective financial management in public and nonprofit agencies / Jerome B. McKinney. 4th ed.

Transformations of democracy: crisis, protest and legitimation / edited by Robin Celikates, Regina Kreide, and Tilo Wesche.


Kalbian, Aline H.  
Sex, violence & justice: contraception and the Catholic Church / Aline H. Kalbian.


Bawden, Jennifer.  
Un hombre no es la solución: construye una vida propia y después, una relación con alguien / Jennifer Bawden; traducción, María Mercedes Correa.


Digital death: mortality and beyond in the online age / Christopher M. Moreman and A. David Lewis, editors.
Nieves Rosa, Limarie.


Davis, Mark S. (Mark Stephen), 1952-
The concise dictionary of crime and justice / Mark S. Davis. 2nd ed.

Reid, Sue Titus,
Crime and criminology / Sue Titus Reid, JD, Ph. D. 14th ed.

Pfefferli, Peter W.

Baldwin, David (Forensic consultant)
The forensic examination and interpretation of tool marks / David Baldwin, John Birkett, Owen Facey, Gilleon Rabey.

Immigrant children and youth : psychological challenges / Alberto M. Bursztyn and Carol Korn-Bursztyn, editors.

Crimes against humanity in the land of the free : can a truth and reconciliation process heal racial conflict in America? / Imani Michelle Scott, editor ; foreword by Sean Byrne

Thomas, Gary, 1950-
Education : a very short introduction / Gary Thomas. 1st ed.

Marzano, Robert J.,
Becoming a reflective teacher / Robert J. Marzano ; with Tina Boogren, Tammy Heflebower, Jessica Kanold-McIntyre, Debra Pickering. Bloomington, IN : Marzano Research Laboratory, Â2012.
Haber, Jonathan. 
MOOCs / Jonathan Haber. 

Asbury, Kathryn. 
G is for genes : the impact of genetics on education and achievement / Kathryn Asbury and Robert Plomin. 

Follari, Lissanna M. 

Isenberg, Joan P., 1941- 
Creative thinking and arts-based learning : preschool through fourth grade / Joan Packer Isenberg, George Mason University, Emerita, Mary Renck Jalongo, Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 6th ed. 

Beaty, Janice J. 

Seefeldt, Carol, 
Social studies for the preschool/primary child / Carol Seefeldt, professor emeritus, late of the Institute for Child Study, University of Maryland, College Park, Sharon Castle, George Mason University, Renee C. Falconer, George Mason University. Ninth edition. 

Christie, James F. 
Teaching language and literacy : preschool through the elementary grades / James F. Christie, Arizona State University ; Billie Jean Enz, Arizona State University ; Carol Vukelic, University of Delaware ; Kathleen A. Roskos, John Carroll University. 5th ed. 

Cremin, Teresa, 1959- 
Teaching English creatively / Teresa Cremin with David Reedy, Eve Bearne and Henrietta Dombey. 2nd ed. 

Phillips, Donna Kalmbach. 
Featherman, Sandra. Higher education at risk: strategies to improve outcomes, reduce tuition, and stay competitive in a disruptive environment / Sandra Featherman.

Ballenger, Bruce P. The curious researcher: a guide to writing research papers / Bruce Ballenger, Boise State University. 8th ed.

Woodrow, George Jr. The pyramid approach: a framework for raising student academic achievement / George Woodrow Jr.


Noonan, Mary Jo.
Teaching young children with disabilities in natural environments / by Mary Jo Noonan, Ph.D., and Linda McCormick, Ph.D. 2nd ed.

Rudolph, Thomas E.,
Musical iPad® : performing, creating, and learning music on your iPad® / Thomas Rudolph and Vincent Leonard.

Rudolph, Thomas E.,
Musical iPad® : performing, creating, and learning music on your iPad® / Thomas Rudolph and Vincent Leonard.

Danzon : circum-Caribbean dialogues in music and dance / Alejandro L. Madrid and Robin D. Moore

Ansdell, Gary.
How music helps in music therapy and everyday life / by Gary Ansdell.

Marshall, Julia, Dr.
Art-centered learning across the curriculum : integrating contemporary art in the secondary school classroom / Julia Marshall, David M. Donahue with contributions by Rick Ayers, Ruth Cossey, Steven D. Drouin, Lawrence Horvath, and Anne Thulson ; foreword by Lois Hetland.

English, Fiona,

Nunan, David.

Nicholas, Howard,
Language education and applied linguistics : bridging the two fields / Howard Nicholas and Donna Starks.

Stanley, Graham.
Language learning with technology : ideas for integrating technology in the language classroom / Graham Stanley ; Consultant and editor: Scott Thornbury.
Yule, George, 1947-
The study of language / George Yule. 5th ed.


Introducing second language acquisition : perspectives and practices / Kirsten M. Hummel.


The frameworks of English : introducing language structures / Kim Ballard. 3th ed.

English language, literature and creative writing : a practical guide for students / Sarah Dobbs (ed.), Val Jessop, Devon Campbell-Hall, Terry McDonough, Cath Nichols.

Eatymologies : historical notes on culinary terms / William Sayers ; with illustrations by Clara Jane Timme.

Crimen y castigo / Fiodor Dostoyevski ; traducción, Alaric Dukass Barberá del Vallés, Barcelona : Plutón Ediciones, 2015.


Write it up : practical strategies for writing and publishing journal articles / Paul Silvia, PhD.

QH323.5 .S23 2012                        2012
Samuels, Myra L.
Statistics for the life sciences / Myra Samuels, Jeffrey Witmer, Andrew Schaffner. 4th ed.

QH332 .G5626 2014                        2014

QH440 .P54 2013                        2013
Pierce, Benjamin A.

QH450 .B33 2013                        2013
Bacterial gene regulation and transcriptional networks / edited by M. Madan Babu, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, UK.

Drake, Richard L. (Richard Lee), 1950-

QP82.2 .S8 T677 2015                     2015
Torres Mata, Xavier,
Comprender el estrés / Xavier Torres, Eva Baillés.

QP408 .E3418 2014                        2014

QP511 .C48 2010                        2010

QR115 .R55 2012                        2012
Roller, Sibel.

R725.56 .K438 2013                        2013
Kelly, David F.
RA1141 .M85 2014                         2014
Mulla, Sameena.
The violence of care : rape victims, forensic nurses, and sexual assault intervention / Sameena Mulla.

RC86.8 .A14 2011                         2011
Rosen & Barkin's 5-minute emergency medicine consult / [edited by] Jeffrey J. Schaider ... [et al.].

RC455.4 .S87 R66 2015                    2015
Romano, John L.
Prevention psychology : enhancing personal and social well-being / John L. Romano.

RC467 .V64 2014                         2014
La Vocación y formación del psicólogo clínico / Aquilino Polaino-Lorente y Gema Pérez Rojo (coords.)
Bilbao : Desclee de Brouwer, 2014.

RC475 .S77 2010                         2010
Stricker, George.

RC480.5 .S89 2015                       2015
Swift, Joshua K.,

RC480.5 .W2764 2010                     2010
Wampold, Bruce E., 1948-
The basics of psychotherapy : an introduction to theory and practice / Bruce E. Wampold.

RC488.5 .M85 2009                      2009

RC489 .B4 A58 2011                     2011
Antony, Martin M.

RC489 .C63 D64 2012                   2012
Dobson, Keith S.
Greenberg, Leslie S.  


Frank, Ellen, 1944-  


Wubbolding, Robert E.  

Madigan, Stephen, 1959-  


Frankenburg, Frances Rachel,  
*Brain-robbers : how alcohol, cocaine, nicotine, and opiates have changed human history / Frances R. Frankenburg.*

DeWit, Susan C.  
DeWit, Susan C.

O'Connor, Andrea B.,
Clinical instruction and evaluation : a teaching resource / Andrea B. O'Connor, EdD, JD, RN, Professor Emeritus of Nursing, Western Connecticut State University, Danbury, Connecticut. 3rd ed.

Butts, Janie B.,

Johnson-Sheehan, Richard.
Technical communication strategies for today / Richard Johnson-Sheehan, Purdue University. 2nd ed..


Solomon, Michael (Michael G.), 1963-


Drysdale, John A.
Profitable beverage management / John A. Drysdale, Johnson County Community College, Professor Emeritus.

Matthews, Miriam (Behavioral scientist),
Improving the timeliness of Equal Employment Opportunity complaint processing in Department of Defense / Miriam Matthews, Nelson Lim.